Fact or fiction
Reading Comprehension Worksheet

Practice
A parent or tutor should read to the student and help the student to record their answers.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
If something is real or true, it is a fact.
If something is make believe, it is fiction.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Here are some things that are fact and some things that are fiction.

Circle the word “fact” if it is real or true.
Circle the word “fiction” if it is make believe.

1. The little spider worked all day to spin its pretty web. fact fiction

2. The goat ate all its food from the bucket, and then sneaked into the barn and ate some hay. fact fiction

3. The princess put on her magic slippers and flew high above the castle. fact fiction

4. Chuggy the train said good morning to his good friend the sailboat. fact fiction
5. At first the baby dragon could not fly at all. But he practiced and practiced so that he could go flying with his mom. fact fiction

6. Jen’s family went to the mountains for their summer vacation. They hiked on the trails, and rode paddleboats on the lake. fact fiction

7. What are 2 other things that are fact?

8. What are 2 other things that are fiction?
Answer Key

1. fact
2. fact
3. fiction
4. fiction
5. fiction
6. fact
7-8 Accept all reasonable responses.